Abstract. Rigorous statistical methods for estimating thermonuclear reaction rates and nucleosynthesis are becoming increasingly established in nuclear astrophysics. The main challenge being faced is that experimental reaction rates are highly complex quantities derived from a multitude of different measured nuclear parameters (e.g., astrophysical S-factors, resonance energies and strengths, particle and γ-ray partial widths). We discuss the application of the Monte Carlo method to two distinct, but related, questions. First, given a set of measured nuclear parameters, how can one best estimate the resulting thermonuclear reaction rates and associated uncertainties? Second, given a set of appropriate reaction rates, how can one best estimate the abundances from nucleosynthesis (i.e., reaction network) calculations? The techniques described here provide probability density functions that can be used to derive statistically meaningful reaction rates and final abundances for any desired coverage probability. Examples are given for applications to s-process neutron sources, core-collapse supernovae, classical novae, and big bang nucleosynthesis.
Introduction
Our understanding of the universe has been revolutionized by new observational technologies. Advances in detectors, computer processing power, network bandwidth, and data storage capability have enabled new sky surveys (e.g., the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [1] ). Advances have triggered many new optical transient surveys (e.g., the Palomar Transient Factory [2, 3] ) that probe ever larger areas of the sky and ever-fainter sources, opening up the vast discovery space of time-domain astronomy. Advances have also allowed for space missions, for example, NASA's Kepler [4, 5] , that continuously monitor more than 100,000 stars. The discoveries from these surveys include revelations about stellar nucleosynthesis, unusual explosion outcomes, and remarkably complex binary star systems. The immediate future holds tremendous promise, as both the space-based survey Gaia and the ground based Large Synoptic Survey Telescope come to fruition.
Many forefront questions in astrophysics ultimately require a detailed quantitative knowledge of stellar properties, thus challenging stellar models to become more sophisticated, quantitative and realistic in their predictive power (e.g., Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics [6, 7] ). This in turn requires more detailed physics input, such as thermonuclear reaction rates and opacities, and a concerted effort to validate models through systematic observations. The study of nuclear reactions in the observable universe remains at the forefront of nuclear physics and astrophysics research. On the nuclear physics side, data on cross sections and nuclear properties of astrophysically important reactions are being obtained at radioactive ion-beam facilities and at stable-beam facilities at an accelerated pace (e.g., Facility for Rare Isotope Beams [8] ). Radiation detectors, ion beam technology, and low-background techniques have reached an unprecedented stage of sophistication, permitting measurements of increasing precision and sensitivity (e.g., Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics [9, 10] ). We recognize that insight can be gained in observational astronomy and nuclear astrophysics by acquiring new information about atomic nuclei and by recognizing the importance of what needs to be measured in the laboratory.
Thermonuclear reaction rates are at the heart of every big bang and stellar model. In the following we will discuss statistical techniques for deriving reliable reaction rates and their associated uncertainties. This approach is useful for assessing which nuclear properties of a given reaction need to be measured in the laboratory, and for identifying the most important nuclear reactions that impact a given isotopic abundance during nuclear burning in stars.
Experimental thermonuclear reaction rates, based on nuclear physics input gathered from laboratory measurements, were first presented by Willy Fowler and collaborators more than 40 years ago (Ref. [11] , and references therein). Those reaction rates were directly based on nuclear physics experiments and were distinct from reaction rates derived from theory (e.g., the Hauser-Feshbach model). The incorporation of Fowler's rates into stellar models represented a paradigm shift for astrophysics. With a solid nuclear physics foundation, stellar simulations could provide reasonable estimates of nuclear energy generation and nucleosynthesis. Subsequent work [12, 13] incorporated newly measured nuclear physics data, but the reaction rates were still computed using techniques developed prior to 1988.
The main challenge with such approaches in the modern era, is that thermonuclear reaction rates are reported as single value at a given temperature, without any uncertainty estimate, or that a recommended rate is presented together with "limits". These upper and lower rate limits are frequently obtained by inclusion or exclusion of unobserved low-energy resonances. Such reaction rate limits are a drawback in the modern era since they lack a rigorous statistical meaning. Specifically, since the reaction rate probability density function remains unknown with these methods, the reported rate limits cannot be quantified in terms of a coverage probability. A significant obstacle to overcome in this regard is the fact that thermonuclear reaction rates are highly complex quantities derived from a multitude of nuclear physics properties painstakingly extracted from laboratory measurements (resonance energies and strengths, non-resonant cross sections, spectroscopic factors, etc.).
Monte-Carlo Based Reaction Rates

Method
One approach to addressing these challenges is described in Refs. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . The method is conceptually straightforward and follows a Monte Carlo procedure. First, all of the measured nuclear physics (input) properties entering into the reaction rate calculation are randomly sampled according to their individual probability density functions. Second, the sampling is repeated many times and thus provides the Monte Carlo reaction rate (output) probability density. Third, the associated cumulative distribution is determined and is used to derive reaction rates and their uncertainties with a precise statistical meaning (i.e., a quantifiable coverage probability). For example, for a coverage probability of 68%, the low, recommended, and high Monte Carlo rates can be defined as the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles, respectively, of the cumulative reaction rate distribution ‡. The main challenge is to randomly sample all nuclear physics input parameters, including resonance energies and strengths, partial widths, reduced widths, astrophysical S-factors, etc., according to physically motivated probability density functions [15] .
Depending on the nature of the nuclear physics observable, the (input) probability densities should be chosen according to the central limit theorem of statistics. It states that the sum of n independent continuous random variables x i , with means µ i and standard deviations σ i , becomes a normal (Gaussian) random variable in the limit of n → ∞, independent of the form of the individual probability density functions of ‡ N sampled values of reaction rates, x i , are sorted into ascending order and the percentile, q, is found from the fraction of values located below a given value of x q . the x i . Many measurement uncertainties are treated as Gaussian random variables if it can be assumed that the total uncertainty is given by the sum of a large number of small contributions. This is usually the case for measured resonance energies, with contributions from the beam energy calibration, the measured yields, the fitting of the yield curve to find the 50% point, target inhomogeneities, dead layers, etc.
It also follows directly from the central limit theorem that a random variable will be distributed according to a lognormal density function if it is determined by the product of many factors. This is usually the case for experimental resonance strengths (i.e., integrated resonance cross sections), which are determined from the measured number of counts of a thick-target yield, the integrated beam charge, a detector efficiency, a stopping power, etc. The lognormal distribution is given by
and is defined by the two parameters µ and σ. The first parameter µ determines the location of the distribution, while the second parameter σ controls the width. An exhaustive account of this method can be found in Ref. [15] .
As an example, we show in Fig. 1 the experimental Monte Carlo based rate of the 22 Ne(α,n) 25 Mg reaction at a temperature of 300 MK, which is a key neutron source for the astrophysical s-process that occurs during helium burning in AGB stars and massive stars. The total reaction rate has contributions from 23 resonances with measured energies and resonance strengths or partial widths, and from 19 resonances for which only upper limits on the partial widths are available. In total, 166 different nuclear parameters (resonance energies and strengths; α-particle, neutron, and γ-ray partial widths) are randomly sampled to estimate this particular rate. The upper and lower panels of the figure display the Monte Carlo probability density function and the associated cumulative distribution, respectively, of the experimental rate at a stellar temperature of 300 MK. The 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles, indicated in the lower part, define one particular choice for the reaction rate uncertainty, corresponding to a coverage probability of 68%. The Monte Carlo based rate of this reaction differs significantly from previously published results. Details can be found in Ref. [19] . The Monte Carlo probability density is a smoothly varying function, without any sharp boundaries, challenging previous definitions of an "upper limit" or "lower limit" for a reaction rate.
Reaction rates based on the Monte Carlo method do not consider only statistical uncertainties in the nuclear physics input, since the Monte Carlo sampling does not distinguish between statistical and systematic effects. For example, suppose a reported experimental value for a resonance strength amounts to 5.0±0.5 eV. Closer scrutiny of the experimental technique may reveal that certain systematic effects were not taken into account. Perhaps the detection efficiency was not corrected for coincidence summing effects, or older stopping power values were employed. If such systematic effects can be accounted for by adjusting the reported mean value and the uncertainty, the nuclear input to the Monte Carlo procedure will represent the best estimate based on known Figure 1 . Experimental Monte Carlo based reaction rates for the crucial 22 Ne(α,n) 25 Mg neutron source in the s-process at a temperature of 300 MK [19] . The rate is obtained by sampling 166 different nuclear parameters (resonance energies and strengths, α-particle, neutron, and γ-ray partial widths), and the Monte Carlo sampling is repeated 10,000 times. (Top) Reaction rate probability density function, shown in red; the black solid line represents a lognormal approximation, which is directly obtained from the mean and variance of the Monte Carlo rate samples (i.e., no fitting is involved). (Bottom) Cumulative reaction rate distribution; notice the much reduced scatter. The vertical dotted lines represent the low, median and high Monte Carlo reaction rates, which are obtained from the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles, respectively. From A. E. Champagne, C. Iliadis, and R. Longland, AIP Advances 4, 041006 (2014).
statistical and systematic effects. Of course, unknown systematic effects may still impact the total rate.
A public web-portal interface to a RatesMC executable [15] § allows users to calculate experimental Monte Carlo based rates. The current version of the code is applicable to many nuclear reactions provided that the total rates are determined by the incoherent contributions of any number of broad or narrow resonances and of up to two non-resonant (i.e., direct) amplitudes. The code also accounts for interferences between any two resonant amplitudes. Interferences of more than two resonant contributions, or between a resonant and a non-resonant amplitude, have not been implemented yet.
Many correlations between nuclear quantities are considered carefully in RatesMC. For example, if the strength of a narrow resonance is estimated from a reduced width or a spectroscopic factor, then the uncertainty in the resonance energy enters both in the Boltzmann factor and in the penetration factor. Thus the same random value of the resonance energy, drawn from a Gaussian probability density function, must be used in both expressions. Other correlations are not yet considered in RatesMC, although their implementation is straightforward from a computational point of view. For example, the same partial width value may enter in the rate expressions of two competing reactions involving the same target nucleus. In this case, the same random value of the width, drawn from a lognormal probability density function, should be used for both reactions. We will consider such improvements in a future release of RatesMC.
It is apparent that in example of Fig. 1 the rate probability density can be approximated by a lognormal distribution, shown as the black solid line in the top panel of Fig. 1 . We find that this is the case for the majority of Monte Carlo based reaction rates at most stellar temperatures of interest. A detailed discussion is presented in Ref. [16] . We will return to this point below, which is crucial for how to implement the new Monte Carlo based reaction rates in nucleosynthesis studies.
Upper Limits of Nuclear Physics Input Parameters
Many reaction rates have contributions from unobserved low-energy resonances. More precisely, levels are known to exist near the projectile threshold energy, but the corresponding resonances have not been observed directly in the laboratory yet. At low bombarding energies, proton or α-particle partial widths are dominated in magnitude by the transmission through the Coulomb barrier and thus are usually much smaller compared to γ-ray partial widths. For example, in the simple case of a low energy resonance with only one particle channel and the γ-ray channel open, the resonance strength that enters into the calculation of the reaction rate is given by
with Γ x , Γ γ , Γ the particle partial width, γ-ray partial width, and total width, respectively; µ, R, P , and θ 2 x denote the reduced mass, channel (nuclear) radius, penetration factor, and dimensionless reduced width, respectively; furthermore, ω ≡ (2J r + 1)/[(2j p + 1)(2j t + 1)], where J r , j t , j p are the spins of the resonance, target, and projectile, respectively. In simple terms, the penetration factor represents the nuclear exterior and can be computed from numerical values of Coulomb wave functions. The only unknown quantity in the above expression, assuming that J π is known, is the dimensionless reduced width, which describes the nuclear interior . The question arises of how to implement such contributions into the Monte Carlo sampling procedure if only an upper limit for θ 2 x is available, either from experiment or from theory. A solution to this problem is closely related to fundamental predictions of random matrix theory. The basic assumption is that energy levels in atomic nuclei at several MeV excitation energies represent chaotic systems. The reduced width amplitude for formation or decay of an excited compound nucleus is assumed to be a random
The dimensionless reduced width is closely related to the spectroscopic factor, see Ref. [20] . variable, with many small contributions from different parts of configuration space. If the contributing nuclear matrix elements are random in magnitude and sign, the reduced width amplitude is represented by a Gaussian probability density centered at zero, according to the central limit theorem (Sec. 2.1). Consequently, the corresponding reduced width, i.e., the square of the amplitude, is described by a chi-squared probability density with one degree of freedom,
with θ 2 the local mean value of the dimensionless reduced width. This expressions is known as the Porter-Thomas distribution [21] . It implies that the reduced widths for a single reaction channel, i.e., for a given nucleus and set of quantum numbers, vary by several orders of magnitude, with a higher probability for smaller values of the reduced width. Until recently this fundamental prediction of random matrix theory had been disregarded in nuclear astrophysics. It was shown in Refs. [16, 17] that a proper treatment of the contributions from unobserved resonances, based on the Porter-Thomas distribution, can change the estimated total thermonuclear reaction rate by orders of magnitude compared to previous predictions.
The crucial ingredient for the Monte Carlo sampling of an upper limit contribution according to the Porter-Thomas distribution is the mean value of the reduced width, θ 2 . It is not predicted by random matrix theory, but can be obtained from the analysis of laboratory data or from a suitable nuclear reaction model ¶. A first step in this direction was the recent extraction [22] of mean reduced widths from highresolution data measured at TUNL for target mass ranges of A = 28 − 40 (α-particles) and A = 34 − 67 (protons). For example, a mean value of θ 2 α =0.018, averaged over target nuclei, spin-parities, and excitation energies, was obtained for α-particles, almost a factor of two larger than the preliminary value suggested in Ref. [15] .
An example for the relevance of these results is given in Fig. 2 . The calculated experimental Monte Carlo-based rates for the 40 Ca(α,γ) 44 Ti reaction, which is crucial for the production of the γ-ray emitter 44 Ti in core-collapse supernovae [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] are shown as a contour plot (black-red-yellow; see color bar on the right). The colors signify the coverage probability between any given rate boundaries. The rates are normalized to the recommended Monte Carlo rate for a better comparison. For example, the thick (thin) black lines indicate the high and low Monte Carlo rates for a coverage probability of 68% (95%). The blue and green lines show the rates obtained by using conventional (i.e., pre-Monte Carlo) methods: (blue) results of Ref. [31] , where the unobserved low-energy resonances were disregarded; (green) upper limit obtained if the maximum contribution of the unobserved resonance at E c.m. α = 2373 keV is adopted. ¶ The mean reduced width is related to the strength function of channel c via s
J is the mean energy spacing for compound levels of spin J; the reduced width, γ 2 , and dimensionless reduced width, θ 2 , are related by γ 2 ≡ (h 2 /(µR 2 ))θ 2 , with µ the reduced mass and R the channel radius. The strength function determines the transmission coefficient, which is a key quantity for estimating average nuclear reaction cross sections. 44 Ti. For a better comparison, the rates are normalized to the recommended Monte Carlo rate. The color-shading indicates the coverage probability in percent. The thick (thin) black lines indicate the high (low) Monte Carlo rates for a coverage probability of 68% (95%). Note that the Monte Carlo rate has no sharp bounderies (i.e., no "lower limit" or "upper limit"), but instead is represented by a smoothly varying probability density function along the ordinate. The blue and green lines show the rates obtained using conventional (i.e., pre-Monte Carlo) methods. From I. Pogrebnyak, C. Howard, C. Iliadis, R. Longland, and G. E. Mitchell, Phys. Rev. C 88, 015808 (2013), Copyright 2013 by the American Physical Society.
It is apparent that the new Monte Carlo rates are significantly different from previous results.
So far, the only systematic analysis of mean values for dimensionless reduced widths has been presented by Pogrebnyak et al. [22] . As already mentioned, these values were extracted from the available experimental data for a range of compound nuclei, A, spinparities, J π , and excitation energies, E x . However, the experimental values cover only a small part of the A-J π -E x parameter space and it is highly desirable to have access to θ 2 values for all cases of interest. Considering that the data analyzed in Ref. [22] were accumulated over a period of more than 40 years at the now decommissioned high-resolution 3-MeV Van de Graaff accelerator laboratory at Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, it is clear that the desired θ 2 values need to be obtained from nuclear theory, for example, using the shell model. Additional efforts are needed in this direction.
Individual Contributions to the Total Reaction Rate
Suppose a given nuclear reaction has been identified as a key process for some astrophysical environment and that an experimentalist intends to measure this reaction. The immediate questions at hand are: what energy range should be covered in the laboratory? And which nuclear properties should, in fact, be measured? The usual approach is to determine first the temperature range of astrophysical interest, then to convert the temperatures to a range of bombarding energies with the help of the Gamow peak concept [32] , and then to address this energy region with direct or indirect measurements. Hoewever, there are pitfalls associated with using the Gamow peak concept, as pointed out by Refs. [33, 34] . This procedure can only be regarded as a rough estimate, partly because previously published reaction rates have no rigorous statistical meaning and partly because it is difficult to disentangle the impact of different nuclear physics input parameters (resonance energies, strengths, partial widths, spectroscopic factors, etc.) and their associated uncertainties on the total reaction rate.
The availability of Monte Carlo based reaction rates opens a new window of opportunity. Since each nuclear physics input parameter is sampled according to a physically motivated probability density function [15] , the Monte Carlo sampling provides a statistically rigorous coverage probability for each contribution. As an example, consider Fig. 3 , showing the main fractional contributions of individual observed or unobserved resonances to the total 30 Si(p,γ) 31 P Monte Carlo reaction rate. This reaction is of particular interest for interpreting observed silicon isotopic ratios in nova candidate presolar grains [35] . Different colors correspond to contributions of different resonances, while the vertical width of each band signifies a coverage probability of 68%. Inspection of the figure clearly identifies what needs to be measured in order to improve the total reaction rate estimate, without resorting to the Gamow peak concept. For example, at typical classical nova peak temperatures near 300 MK the total rate is dominated by the uncertainties in the contributions of the 418 keV and the 483 keV resonances. The former has not been directly observed yet, while the latter has been observed, albeit with a large uncertainty in the experimental resonance strength.
Fractional reaction rate contributions, computed using the Monte Carlo method, will play an important role for the design of future measurements at existing or planned nuclear physics laboratories since they identify the rate contributions to be measured and indicate the degree of experimental precision required.
STARLIB: a New Nuclear Rate Library for Stellar Modeling
The solid black line in the top panel of Fig. 1 represents a lognormal function that closely describes the actual Monte Carlo reaction rate probability density shown as the red histogram. It was found in Ref. [16] that lognormal distributions provide a useful approximation for the majority of the reaction rate probability densities. This aspect is interesting because, as discussed above, a lognormal function is defined by only two parameters, µ and σ. The first parameter is related to the median rate via x med = e µ , while the second parameter is related to the factor uncertainty with respect to the median via f.u. = e σ (for a coverage probability of 68%). Therefore, by tabulating values for temperature, T , recommended rate, x med , and factor uncertainty, f.u., the rate probability density function can be computed conveniently by using Eq. (1) at any temperature bounded by the table entries.
These ideas are crucial for the design of a next-generation reaction rate library, called STARLIB [36] . Existing libraries contain values of only two quantities, i.e., temperature and recommended rate, either as analytical fit formulas (e.g., JINA REACLIB or BDAT [37] ) or in tabular format (e.g., BRUSLIB [38] ). STARLIB also uses a tabular format, providing temperature and recommended rate, but in addition lists the factor uncertainty as a third parameter, which can be used for two purposes. First, it provides an estimate for the rate uncertainty since the coverage probability for rate values between x low = e µ /e σ = x med /(f.u.) and x high = e µ e σ = x med (f.u.) is 68%. Second, the listed values for x med and f.u. determine the entire rate probability density function, as discussed above. This aspect is important because it allows for a convenient implementation of Monte Carlo based reaction rates in nucleosynthesis studies, as will be discussed in the next section. Experimental Monte Carlo based thermonuclear reaction rates are so far available for about 70 nuclear reactions involving target nuclei in the A = 14−40 range. Experimental β-decay rates, including their lognormal decay constant probability densities, are easily incorporated into the structure of STARLIB [36] .
A general-purpose nuclear reaction and decay library must also encompass tens of thousands of nuclear interactions for which no experimental information exists. For these reactions, STARLIB contains theoretical rates that are computed using the nuclear reaction code TALYS + . Reliable uncertainties for theoretical reaction rates are difficult to assess at present. Various claims have been made in the literature ("on average within a factor of two"), which may be optimistic. Traditionally, such uncertainties have been systematically evaluated using reaction codes by exploring different sets of nuclear input models for each target and each reaction channel. A similar approach could be followed to estimate the uncertainties affecting the TALYS rates. However, the present version of STARLIB adopts a recommended factor of 10 uncertainty for any reaction rate for which no experimental cross section information exists. This value represents currently our best estimate based on experience. The factor uncertainty, together with the recommended rate, is used to compute the lognormal rate probability density for TALYS-based rates in the same manner as for the experimental Monte Carlo rates discussed above. One of the future goals is to replace many of the theoretical rates with experimental Monte Carlo-based estimates. A detailed discussion of the publicly available STARLIB reaction rate library * is given in Ref. [36] .
Monte Carlo Nucleosynthesis
STARLIB contains the rate probability densities of all reactions in the network. Therefore, the obvious next step is to employ these rates in Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis studies. Notice that we are referring to two different Monte Carlo procedures: the first is used to derive reaction rates by randomly sampling over the experimental nuclear physics input, as described in the previous section (step 1), while the second refers to estimating abundances by randomly sampling over the reaction rates, as will be discussed below (step 2). This method is flexible, in the sense that all reaction rates can be varied simultaneously, or specific groups of reactions can be studied separately. Here we will concentrate on the former case. The general strategy is to randomly sample the rates for every reaction in the network and to compute a single nucleosynthesis model. The procedure is repeated many times to collect an ensemble of abundances from different reaction network runs, which can then be further analyzed. It should be emphasized that pairs of corresponding forward and reverse rates should not be sampled independently since they are correlated according to the reciprocity theorem. The proper sampling procedure in this case has been discussed in detail by Ref. [36] .
Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis studies have been performed previously (e.g., [39, 40, 41] ), but did not use statistically meaningful rate probability density functions derived from experimental nuclear physics input. Instead, previous studies, as is common practice, assigned arbitrary "enhancement" factors to the rates. In most cases, these enhancement factors were globally defined by identifying the type of reaction + See http://www.talys.eu. * See http://starlib.physics.unc.edu.
rate (e.g., whether from experimental data, or purely from theory). In particular, these enhancement factors were assumed to be independent of temperature. Given the discussion of Monte Carlo reaction rates in Sec. 2, it is clear that this assumption is not valid in general. Rather, the rate uncertainties display a strong temperature-dependence arising from different resonance contributions (see, for example, Fig. 2 ) and hence the temperature dependence must be considered carefully in the sampling procedure.
One choice for performing Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis studies (step 2) is to utilize directly the random samples of the Monte Carlo reaction rates (step 1). The advantage of this choice is that the individual rate samples are directly based on the nuclear physics input and thus will account for all possible behaviors of reaction rates as a function of temperature. The disadvantage is that it requires a considerable amount of effort, along with a detailed knowledge of all nuclear physics input not widely available to users. Therefore, we describe below a reaction rate sampling method that is simpler to implement and agrees well with more complex choices [42] .
Reaction Rate Sampling
Most reactions for which we have computed Monte Carlo-based rates so far are dominated by resonances. In the absence of interference effects, the individual resonant contributions are summed incoherently to obtain the total reaction rate. Therefore, reactions that involve a large number of resonances with uncorrelated uncertainties may exhibit complex rate variations from random sample to sample. One important physical constraint is that these reaction rates must be a smooth function of temperature owing to the convolution of the nuclear reaction cross section with the thermal energy distribution of the particles in the stellar plasma.
The two parameters, lognormal µ and σ, define the approximate reaction rate probability density function. These parameters form the basis of our sampling scheme. For a lognormal probability density, a random rate sample, x(T ), at a specific temperature, T , is computed from
where x med (T ) = e µ(T ) and f.u.(T ) = e σ(T ) are the median rate and factor uncertainty (Sec. 2.4), respectively, and p(T ) is a random variable that is normally distributed, i.e., according to a Gaussian distribution with an expectation value of zero and standard deviation of unity. Note that (f.u.(T )) p(T ) , and not p(T ), is the factor by which the sampled reaction rate is modified from its median value. The former factor depends on temperature through both (f.u.(T )) and p(T ). With the lognormal parameters, µ(T ) and σ(T ), given in STARLIB, sampling over reaction rates becomes a simple task of assuming an appropriate sampling scheme for the random variable p(T ).
The simplest parameterization for p(T ) is obtained by assuming that it is independent of temperature, i.e., p(T )=a, where a is sampled from a normal distribution. This parameterization was found to reproduce the abundance uncertainties arising from more complex sampling schemes [42] . Even in this simplest case the rate uncertainty factor, given by e a σ(T ) in Eq. (4), is still temperature dependent. This temperature dependence was disregarded in previous Monte Carlo studies (e.g., Ref. [40] ) that employed a constant, temperature-independent value for the uncertainty factor. Figure 4 illustrates this point, showing that a uniform value of p(T )=a produces a rate sample with a temperature-dependent uncertainty. In the following we will refer to p(T )=a as the rate variation factor.
Nucleosynthesis Studies
A Monte Carlo study of the nucleosynthesis can be performed following these steps: (i) for each (forward) reaction, the normally distributed variables, p i , are sampled independently; (ii) the rates obtained are used to compute the nucleosynthesis for a single post-processing network run; (iii) steps (i) and (ii) are repeated a sufficient number of times to obtain an ensemble of final nucleosynthesis abundance yields. The Monte Carlo procedure has major advantages compared to varying rates one-by-one in sequential network runs. On the one hand, it is straightforward to derive from the ensemble of final Monte Carlo abundances the recommended values and associated uncertainties. One choice is to adopt the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles as the low, recommended, and high abundance, respectively, similar to the recipe discussed in connection with reaction rates (Sec. 2.1). On the other hand, the impact of a given reaction rate uncertainty on the nucleosynthesis can be easily quantified by storing the values of p i for each sample reaction network run. A scatter plot of the final abundance for a given nuclide versus the sampled value of p i can then be investigated for correlations.
In order to illustrate these points, we will apply in the following the Monte Carlo method to big bang nucleosynthesis. Observations of primordial 4 He, 2 H and 7 Li abundances have reached an unprecedented level of precision. Therefore, reliable predicted abundances are needed before the observations can be confronted with theory. Such studies have interesting implications for testing standard or non-standard big bang models, since big bang nucleosynthesis represents the earliest milestone of known physics when we look back in time. The nucleosynthesis problem is also well-defined, in the sense that the number of nuclear reactions in the network is relatively small. Furthermore, the temperature and density evolution during the big bang can be calculated from first principles and hence the results are independent of convection, mass loss, opacities, magnetic fields, etc., which introduce additional uncertainties to stellar nucleosynthesis predictions. Numerous studies (see, e.g., Ref. [43] ) have shown that the predicted big bang abundances of the light elements, for example, 2 H and 4 He, agree with the observations. The sole exception is 7 Li, which is overproduced by a factor of three relative to observations. The 7 Li problem represents the central unsolved puzzle of the nucleosynthesis in the early universe. A solution is actively sought either in observation, nuclear physics, or new physics beyond the standard model [44] .
Results from the Monte Carlo procedure are shown in Fig. 5 . The reaction network includes 59 nuclides between the neutron and Na, and consists of 424 nuclear interactions [45] . It is much larger than in other studies of standard big bang nucleosynthesis because it is designed to study weak flows into the CNO region. For this network, the rates of all reactions, except for reverse reactions (Sec. 3), are independently sampled. In other words, each rate is multiplied by a temperature-independent random variation factor, p i , and thus is sampled according to a temperature-dependent lognormal probability density function (Eq. 4). The sampling is repeated for 30,000 reaction network runs. The histogram of all 30,000 final number abundance ratios 7 Li/H is displayed in the left panel of Fig. 5 . Note that 7 Li is mainly produced in the big bang as 7 Be, which quickly decays to 7 Li. This indirect big bang synthesis of 7 Li exceeds the direct synthesis by a factor of about 20. The dashed lines represent the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles, which amount to 7 Li/H = 4.56 × 10 −10 , 4.94 × 10 −10 , and 5.34 × 10 −10 , respectively. These values are based on our best estimates for the probability density functions of all reaction rates in the network, including all known statistical and systematic effects (Sec. 2.1). As already noted, the observations result in a factor of three smaller 7 Li/H ratio, indicated by the black bar in the lower part of the left panel. Thus it is unlikely that the solution of the 7 Li problem will be found in uncertain nuclear physics. This conjecture disregards unknown systematic effects.
The next question at hand is: which reaction rates have the strongest impact on the predicted 7 Li/H ratio? Once identified, these reactions can be subjected to further scrutiny and the experimental data can be inspected for previously unaccounted systematic effects. The Monte Carlo results presented above contain an answer to this question since the variation factors, p i , of each reaction are recorded for each of the 30,000 network calculations. Consider again Fig. 5 , displaying the final 7 Li/H ratios of all 30,000 network runs versus the sampled rate variation factors, p i , of 3 H(α,γ) 7 Li (middle panel) and 3 He(α,γ) 7 Be (right panel). The projection of any of these scatter plots onto the ordinate results in the (same) histogram shown on the left, which was already discussed above. Again, the spread along the y-direction is caused by the combined uncertainties of all reaction rates in the network. The impact of a given reaction rate on the final abundance of a given nuclide, X f , is apparent in the scatter plot: if the variation in p i results in a flat distribution of X f , we can conclude that the given rate and the given abundance are uncorrelated. This is the case depicted in the middle panel. On the other hand, if the variation in p i results in a systematic change of X f , the given rate and the given abundance are correlated. This is the situation shown in the right panel.
The 3 H(α,γ) 7 Li and 3 He(α,γ) 7 Be reaction rates have currently uncertainty factors of f.u. = 1.07 (i.e., 7%) and f.u. = 1.05 (i.e., 5%), respectively, at big bang nucleosynthesis temperatures. The strong impact of the latter reaction is easily explained because it directly produces 7 Be. The former reaction bypasses the synthesis of 7 Be and, furthermore, does not contribute to the direct synthesis of 7 Li because the produced 7 Li nuclei are quickly destroyed by the strong subsequent 7 Li(p,α)α reaction. The identification of 3 He(α,γ) 7 Be as the most important reaction impacting the nucleosynthesis of 7 Li is not surprising and could have been guessed without Monte Carlo procedures because the standard big bang nucleosynthesis network includes nuclides up to 7 Be and hence contains few reactions only. However, reaction networks for other astrophysical scenarios, for example, advanced and explosive burning stages in massive stars, binary star explosions (type Ia supernovae, classical novae, type I x-ray bursts), s-process, r-process, p-process, etc., contain several thousand nuclear interactions. Therefore, the identification of the most important reactions that impact a given isotopic abundance is not as obvious at first sight.
We have found the following procedure useful in several applications. Recall that the Monte Carlo study outputs the final abundances and rate variation factors for each sample network run. For each combination of nuclide and reaction a correlation factor is computed based on the scatter plot of final abundance versus rate variation factor. For a given nuclide, all reactions are then sorted in descending order according to the magnitude of the correlation factor. The reactions at the top of the list are the ones whose current rate uncertainties have the strongest impact on the nuclidic abundance.
When a linear correlation is known to be significant, the most commonly used correlation factor is Pearson's r [46] , with values ranging from +1 to −1. It is defined for two variables, x k and y k , by the expression
wherex andȳ denote the mean values. If all the data lie on a perfect straight line, and the line has a positive slope, r = +1; for a negative slope, r = −1. These values hold independently of the magnitude of the slope. A value of r near zero indicates that no correlation exists. There are a number of disadvantages when using Pearson's r in connection with scatter plots of final abundance versus rate variation factor. First, it is well known that r is a poor statistic for deciding whether an observed correlation is statistically significant. Second, Pearson's r is a measure for a linear correlation between two variables. However, actual scatter plots frequently reveal non-linear correlations. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 , displaying a number of examples we have obtained for various scenarios: mass fraction ratio Si/H versus rate variation factor for 30 P(p,γ) 31 S at the end of a classical nova simulation involving a 1.35 M white dwarf [47] (left panel); final 15 N mass fraction versus rate variation factor for 18 O(α,n) 21 Ne from supernova shock-induced nucleosynthesis. This occurs in the innermost region of the helium shell in a 15 M massive star explosion model [48] (middle panel); and number abundance ratio CNO/H versus rate variation factor for 10 Be(p,α) 6 Li in the context of an extended big bang nucleosynthesis network (right panel). None of these examples exhibit a linear correlation.
A better choice is the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (r s ), which quantifies how well the relationship between two variables is described by a monotonic function. It is obtained from Eq. 5 when the actual values of x i and y i are replaced by their ranks. Values of r s = +1 or r s = −1 are obtained if the relationship between the two variables is given by a perfectly increasing or decreasing monotonic function, respectively. The Spearman coefficient is also more robust compared to Pearson's r in connection with outliers, in a similar sense that the median value of a distribution is more robust to outliers than the mean value.
For the scatter plots shown in Fig. 5 , the Spearman coefficients amount to r s = 0.012 (middle panel) and +0.69 (right panel), verifying that no correlation exists between the 7 Li/H ratio and the 3 H(α,γ) 7 Li rate, and that the 7 Li/H ratio is correlated with the 3 He(α,γ) 7 Be rate. For the scatter plot shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 , we obtain r s = −0.86. The Spearman coefficient correctly predicts a strong correlation because the relationship between the displayed variables is monotonic. For the middle panel, we obtain a small value of r s = 0.05 and hence this case could be easily overlooked if the impact of reaction rates is quantified and ranked according to the magnitude of the correlation coefficient. Clearly, one has to be careful because the Spearman coefficient is not designed to quantify such a non-uniform, two-dimensional pattern.
Finally, for the right panel in Fig. 6 we obtain a value of r s = −0.213, indicating a significant negative correlation between the number abundance ratio CNO/H and the 10 Be(p,α) 6 Li reaction rate for an extended big bang nucleosynthesis network. The Monte Carlo method results in a primordial range of CNO/H = (4.94 − 28.5) × 10 −16 (68% coverage probability). It confirms earlier results [49] , but provides in addition a meaningful uncertainty. Notice the tail towards higher values, CNO/H > 10 −13 , for which a small, but finite, probability is obtained (2%). This result could imply that some of the first-generation massive stars [50] do not need to self-produce as much CNO nuclei to meet their nuclear energy generation requirements. This region of the scatter plot is caused by the combination of higher sampled rates for reactions that connect to the CNO region, chiefly 8 Li(t,n) 10 Be and 10 Be(α,n) 13 C, and lower sampled rates for reactions that return matter to the lightest nuclides, mainly 10 Be(p,α) 7 Li and 10 Be(p,t)2α. Since these four reactions involving radioactive 10 Be have not been measured in the laboratory yet, the rates were estimated from theory (using TALYS). Thus we assign a factor uncertainty of f.u. = 100 to these reaction rates, which is a reasonable estimate for reactions among light nuclei at low energies. The identification of this potentially new path from Li towards the CNO region via 10 Be could not have been made if the rates were varied individually one-by-one in sequential network runs (i.e., without using the Monte Carlo method): individual variations of these rates by a factor of 1,000 yield at most a 30% increase in CNO production!
Summary and Conclusions
Statistical methods are necessary to improve estimates of both thermonuclear reaction rates and nucleosynthesis predicted by nuclear reaction networks. Experimental reaction rates can be estimated by using a Monte Carlo method once appropriate probability density functions are adopted for each nuclear physics input quantity. For example, resonance energies are best described by a Gaussian probability density, while for resonance strengths a lognormal probability density is more appropriate. Unobserved resonances of unknown strength can be easily incorporated into this framework by assuming a Porter-Thomas probability density. The random sampling over all nuclear input parameters produces in most cases a lognormal (output) reaction rate probability density. This function provides statistically rigorous recommended (median) reaction rates and factor uncertainties. We also discussed the usefulness of the Monte Carlo method for estimating the fractional contributions to the total reaction rate. Such calculations are important for the design of experiments at stable beam and radioactive ion beam facilities.
These results led directly to the construction of a next-generation nuclear reaction library, STARLIB, containing reaction rates, uncertainties, and rate probability densities for easy implementation into reaction networks for stellar models. STARLIB contains the necessary nuclear physics information to perform Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis simulations. All reaction rates can be sampled simultaneously, except for reverse reactions since these are related to the corresponding forward reaction rates via the reciprocity theorem. For the sampling of reaction rates, which are described by lognormal probability densities, we introduce a Gaussian random variable, p i , for each each reaction, i. In the simplest case, it can be assumed that this rate variation factor is independent of temperature. The random factor by which a given sampled rate is modified from its median value is given by (f.u.) p i , which is temperature-dependent in any case through the factor uncertainty, f.u.
Finally, we discussed how to assess the impact of reaction rate uncertainties on the abundance of a given nuclide. Scatter plots displaying the final abundance, X f , versus the rate variation factor, p i , of reaction i are useful for quantifying correlations. We provide several examples that impact s-process neutron sources, corecollapse supernovae, classical novae, and big bang nucleosynthesis. The challenge is to identify which reactions, among typically several thousand in an extended network, have the largest impact on a given abundance. Useful results are obtained with the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient, which is designed to quantify correlations for a monotonic relationship between two variables. We also gave examples for more complicated correlations that are not easily identified on the basis of the Spearman coefficient alone.
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